
S O U T H E R N  P E C A N
At Hardwood Design Company, we use only true Southern Pecan. Native only 

to the United States, the pecan tree can be found in river bottoms and flood 

plains from the Mississippi Valley to Texas. Southern Pecan Heartwood is pale 

auburn, swirled with dark, pecky streaks giving it a visual interest unique from 

any other wood. The Southern Pecan Sapwood radiates shades of cream and 

white with fine brown lines allowing for subtle depth and visual intrigue. 

With distinctive mineral streaking, as well as grain patterns that are wavy 

and irregular, our Southern Pecan floors are well suited to a variety of design 

aesthetics. 

- 100% Locally Made

- 5/8” total product thickness

- Widths from 3” - 10” 

   (random widths available)

- Lengths up to 10’ (avg. > 6’)

-Natural millrun grade

– S O U T H E R N  P E C A N –
Engineered wood floor specifications:

- 4.5 - 8 mm sawn lumber wear layer

- CARB 2 certified

- 9 - 11 ply Baltic Birch substrate

- Precision T&G side profile

- All natural wood character is

   epoxy filled

- 100% Locally Made

- 3/4” total product thickness

- Precision T&G side profile

Solid wood floor specifications:

- Widths from 3” - 10” wide

   (random widths available)

- Lengths up to 10’ (avg. > 6’)

- Natural Face

- Authentic handscraping / distressing

- Weathering

- Creative edge treatments

- Hand oiling & custom finishing

Additional options for both solid and engineered:

Pricing subject to change, please call for current pricing.

750 William D. Fitch Parkway, #310
College Station, TX 77845

979-764-8008
www.hardwooddesigns.net

Because Hardwood Design Company approaches the finishing from an artisan perspective, 

many variables come into configuration; therefore, pricing will vary correspondingly.


